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Materials and Methods.

Experiment 1: Simulated Voting

Neuroimaging Data Analysis. Each analysis proceeded in three steps. In the first step we estimated a general linear model with AR(1) and the following independent variables for each of the four sessions:

1.	I1 	 
2.	I1 *  candidate 1 lab vote share 
3.	I2 	 
4.	I2 *  candidate 2 lab vote share 
5.	Ichoice 
6.	Ichoice * reaction time
7.	Six motion regressors
8.	Two session constants

These variables are defined as follows: I1 equals 1 during the presentation of the first picture in a pair, and is 0 otherwise; I2 equals 1 during the presentation of the second picture in a pair, and is 0 otherwise; Ichoice equals 1 during the 2s when both pictures are in the screen and the participant makes a choice, and is 0 otherwise; candidate 1 lab vote share is the percentage of the vote that candidate 1 got in the hypothetical election; candidate 2 lab vote share is defined analogously; and reaction time is the time (0-2000ms) that it took the participant to make a response. We view this variable as a measure of difficulty. Each of these regressors was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF).

To select statistically significant clusters, we applied an FWE-corrected threshold, using Monte Carlo simulations according to the method of Xiong and coworkers (J. Xiong et al., 1995), implemented in AlphaSim in AFNI (R. W. Cox, 1996). We used 10790 voxels taken from our major areas of interest (i.e., bilateral temporal lobes, including the fusiform gyrus; bilateral caudate; bilateral putamen; bilateral gyrus rectus; bilateral orbitofrontal cortex; bilateral insula; bilateral amygdala; and bilateral anterior cingulate. Masks for these regions of interest were taken from the Automated Anatomical Labeling Toolbox for SPM (N. Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). This simulation (5000 iterations, 8 mm FWHM, 3 x 3 x 3 mm voxels, rmm = 4.25) yielded the following for an alpha less than 0.05: 26 or more contiguous voxels (702 mm3) that were significant at p<0.005. We report only those clusters surviving this FWE-correction at p<0.05.

Neuroimaging results.

Analysis 1: Positive modulation by lab vote share. Using a whole brain analysis we looked for areas that showed increased activation with lab vote share at the (single candidate) picture presentation. No areas exhibited significant activation.

Analysis 2: Negative modulation by lab vote share. We also used a whole brain analysis to look for areas that showed decreased activation with lab vote share at the (single candidate) picture presentation. Supplementary Table S6 lists the results of this contrast and Figure 2A and 3A in the paper provide images of the areas of interest overlaid on an average anatomical template.

Experiment 2: Trait Judgments

Neuroimaging data analysis. We performed a separate analysis for each of the four judgment conditions. Each of those analyses consisted of three steps. In the first step we estimated a general linear model with AR(1) using the following regressors (GC, group chosen; GU, group unchosen; RW, real election winner; RL, real election loser):

	Personal Attractiveness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGC onsets, Cycle 1
	Personal Attractiveness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGU onsets, Cycle 1
	Personal Attractiveness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRW onsets, Cycle 1
	Personal Attractiveness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRL onsets, Cycle 1
	Personal Attractiveness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGC onsets, Cycle 2
	Personal Attractiveness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGU onsets, Cycle 2
	Personal Attractiveness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRW onsets, Cycle 2
	Personal Attractiveness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRL onsets, Cycle 2
	Personal Attractiveness, All Other Image Onsets
	Personal Attractiveness, All Button Presses
	Personal Attractiveness, Six Motion Regressors

	Competence, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGC onsets, Cycle 1
	Competence, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGU onsets, Cycle 1
	Competence, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRW onsets, Cycle 1
	Competence, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRL onsets, Cycle 1
	Competence, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGC onsets, Cycle 2
	Competence, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGU onsets, Cycle 2
	Competence, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRW onsets, Cycle 2
	Competence, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRL onsets, Cycle 2
	Competence, All Other Image Onsets
	Competence, All Button Presses
	Competence, Six Motion Regressors

	Public Deceitfulness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGC onsets, Cycle 1
	Public Deceitfulness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGU onsets, Cycle 1
	Public Deceitfulness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRW onsets, Cycle 1
	Public Deceitfulness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRL onsets, Cycle 1
	Public Deceitfulness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGC onsets, Cycle 2
	Public Deceitfulness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGU onsets, Cycle 2
	Public Deceitfulness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRW onsets, Cycle 2
	Public Deceitfulness, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRL onsets, Cycle 2
	Public Deceitfulness, All Other Image Onsets
	Public Deceitfulness, All Button Presses
	Public Deceitfulness, Six Motion Regressors

	Personal Threat, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGC onsets, Cycle 1
	Personal Threat, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGU onsets, Cycle 1
	Personal Threat, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRW onsets, Cycle 1
	Personal Threat, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRL onsets, Cycle 1
	Personal Threat, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGC onsets, Cycle 2
	Personal Threat, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageGU onsets, Cycle 2
	Personal Threat, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRW onsets, Cycle 2
	Personal Threat, 2-Cycle Trials, ImageRL onsets, Cycle 2
	Personal Threat, All Other Image Onsets
	Personal Threat, All Button Presses
	Personal Threat, Six Motion Regressors

ImageGC onsets are for images of candidates chosen by the participants as reflecting more of the trait under judgment, while ImageGU onsets are for images of candidates not so chosen. ImageRW onsets are for images of candidates who won real elections, while ImageRL onsets are for images of candidates who lost real elections. Each of these regressors was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF).

To select statistically significant clusters at the 2nd level, we applied an FWE-corrected threshold, using Monte Carlo simulations according to the method of Xiong and coworkers (J. Xiong et al., 1995), implemented in AlphaSim in AFNI (R. W. Cox, 1996). We used 10790 voxels taken from our major areas of interest (i.e., bilateral temporal lobes, including the fusiform gyrus; bilateral caudate; bilateral putamen; bilateral gyrus rectus; bilateral orbitofrontal cortex; bilateral insula; bilateral amygdala; and bilateral anterior cingulate. Masks for these regions of interest were taken from the Automated Anatomical Labeling Toolbox for SPM (N. Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002), and the masks for caudate and putamen include the nucleus accumbens. This simulation (5000 iterations, 6 mm FWHM, 3 x 3 x 3 mm voxels, rmm = 4.25) yielded the following for an alpha less than 0.05: 16 or more contiguous voxels (432 mm3) that were significant at p<0.005. We report only those clusters surviving this FWE-correction at p<0.05.

Behavioral Results. It is important to note that an independent behavioral study using our design here has replicated our behavioral findings correlating threat judgments with loss in real elections in a larger sample of participants (Caltech students, N=40), both male and female, and using face exposures of 30ms and 1000ms. The analysis in that paper showed no gender differences. That paper is currently under review (Mattes et al., Political Psychology, under review).

Neuroimaging Results.

All results are reported for 2-cycle trials and for the first image onset time in these trials. We used whole-brain analysis and report activations outside our regions of interest for completeness only.

Threat judgment: RW>RL. Areas that showed a larger BOLD response to the presentation of the picture of a winning candidate than to the presentation of a losing candidate during the threat judgment condition. See Table S2.A.

Threat judgment: RL>RW. Areas that showed a larger BOLD response to the presentation of the picture of a losing candidate than to the presentation of a winning candidate during the threat judgment condition. See Table S2.B and Figures 2B, 2C and 3B in the main paper for details.

Threat > Attractiveness for RW>RL. Areas that showed a greater W>L contrast under threat judgment than under attractiveness judgment. None found.

Threat > Attractiveness for RL>RW. Areas that showed a greater W>L contrast under threat judgment than under attractiveness judgment. Bilateral medial frontal gyrus; 17 voxels; [-3,-24,72], t=3.74; [3,-21,66], t=3.60.

Threat > Competence for RW>RL. Areas that showed a greater W>L contrast under threat judgment than under competence judgment. None found.

Threat > Competence for RL>RW. Areas that showed a greater L>W contrast under threat judgment than under competence judgment. Right precuneus; 19 voxels; [18,-51,36], t=4.91; [6,-54,27], t=4.04. Bilateral medial frontal gyrus; 18 voxels; [3,-21,60] t=3.99 ; [-3,-15,60], t=3.35.

Threat > Deceit for RW>RL. Areas that showed a greater W>L contrast under threat judgment than under deceitfulness judgment. Left putamen; 33 voxels; [-30,-3,3], t=4.40; [-24,-9,-12], t=4.26.

Threat > Deceit for RL>RW. Areas that showed a greater L>W contrast under threat judgment than under deceitfulness judgment. None found.

Attractiveness judgment: RW>RL and RL>RW. Using a whole brain analysis we identified areas that showed a larger BOLD response to the presentation of the picture of a winning candidate than to the presentation of a losing candidate during the attractiveness judgments. See Table S3 for details. 

Competence judgment: RW>RL and RL>RW. Using a whole brain analysis we identified areas that showed a larger BOLD response to the presentation of the picture of a winning candidate than to the presentation of a losing candidate during the competence judgment condition. See Table S4 for details. No activations were found for the reverse contrast.

Deceitfulness judgment: RW>RL and RL>RW. Using a whole brain analysis we identified areas that showed a larger BOLD response to the presentation of the picture of a losing candidate than to the presentation of a winning candidate during the deceitfulness judgments. See Table S5 for details. No activations were found for the reverse contrast.

Threat judgment: Threat > No Threat. See Table S6 for details.

Threat judgment: No Threat > Threat. None found.



Table S1. Simulated vote study. Modulation at picture presentation by minus lab vote share.

MNI coordinate(x,y,z)	Region	Hemisphere	Peak Z	cluster size
48, -3, -945, -3, -1545, 9, -3	Insula	RR
R	3.81*3.73*3.65*	222

-45, 12, 9	Insula	L	3.96*
	179

-3, -27, -3	Midbrain	L	3.92	155
33, 39, 45	Middle frontal gyrus	R	3.86	28
3, 33, 9
-9,21,24	Anterior Cingulate cortex	R
L	3.73*	239
-27, -84, -15	Middle occipital gyrus	L	3.51	53
-33,-12,60	Precentral gyrus	L	3.5	74

* significant in our regions of interest at FWE p<0.05
Voxels outside of the ROI mask are reported for descriptive purposes only.

Table S2. Threat judgment study. A) Real Election Winner>Loser. B) Real Election Loser > Winner.

A.

MNI Coordinate (x,y,z)	Region	Hemisphere	Peak Z	Cluster Size
57, -21, 3060, -33, 4557, -24, 42	Supramarginal gyrus	R	3.493.383.35	65

* significant in our regions of interest at FWE p<0.05
Voxels outside of the ROI mask are reported for descriptive purposes only.

B.

MNI Coordinate (x,y,z)	Region	Hemisphere	Peak Z	Cluster Size
-21, 54, 6-33, 45, -3-12, 54, 12	Superior frontal gyrus, Middle frontal gyrus	L	4.123.482.99	46
39, 27, -1542, 21, -24	Inferior frontal gyrus	R	3.683.22	30
45, 0, -15	Parainsula/Insula	R	3.68*	18
15, 39, 09, 45, 6	Anterior cingulate cortex	R	3.26*3.19*	24

* significant in our regions of interest at FWE p<0.05
Voxels outside of the ROI mask are reported for descriptive purposes only.

Table S3. Attractiveness judgment condition. A. Real Election Winner > Loser. B. Real Election Loser > Winner.

A.

MNI Coordinate (x,y,z)	Region	Hemisphere	Peak Z	Cluster Size
-3, -30, -12	Midbrain	L	3.79	18
60, -24, -24	Inferior temporal gyrus	R	3.72*	17
-3, 33, 03, 42, 39, 33, -6	Anterior cingulate cortex	Bilateral	3.58*2.92*2.84*	65
51, -3, 15	Precentral gyrus	R	3.57	23
-15, 9, 18-21, 3, 24-27, -6, 18	Caudate	L	3.22*3.11*3.09*	34
51, 39, 042, 39, -6	Inferior frontal gyrus,Middle frontal gyrus	R	3.133.07	21
-12, -54, -18-6, -48, -21	Cerebellum	L	2.99	17

* significant in our regions of interest at FWE p<0.05
Voxels outside of the ROI mask are reported for descriptive purposes only.

B.

MNI Coordinate (x,y,z)	Region	Hemisphere	Peak Z	Cluster Size
39, -39, 4533, -48, 48	Inferior parietal cortex	R	3.142.95	18

* significant in our regions of interest at FWE p<0.05
Voxels outside of the ROI mask are reported for descriptive purposes only.



Table S4. Competence judgment condition. Real Election Winner > Loser.

MNI Coordinate (x,y,z)	Region	Hemisphere	Peak Z	Cluster Size
0, -33, 216, -36, 30	Posterior cingulate cortex	Bilateral	3.962.87	27
15, -63, 33	Precuneus	R	3.45	23
-3, -57, 27	Precuneus	L	3.30	34
-48, -12, 39	Precentral gyrus	L	3.14	25
45, -42, 1848, -54, 3042, -60, 27	Supramarginal gyrus,Temporoparietal junction	R	3.083.012.73	34

* significant in our regions of interest at FWE p<0.05
Voxels outside of the ROI mask are reported for descriptive purposes only.



Table S5. Deceitfulness judgment condition. Real Election Loser > Winner.

MNI Coordinate (x,y,z)	Region	Hemisphere	Peak Z	Cluster Size
-9, 33, 36-18, 27, 42-9, 30, 27	Paracingulate, Cingulate	L	3.85*3.50*2.85*	53
-3, -6, -90, -3, 0	Thalamus	L	3.673.32	21
-24, -3, 30-15, -3, 33	Cingulate	L	3.66*3.63*	30

* significant in our regions of interest at FWE p<0.05
Voxels outside of the ROI mask are reported for descriptive purposes only.

Table S6. Threat judgment condition. Group Majority Judgments, Threat > No Threat.

MNI Coordinate (x,y,z)	Region	Hemisphere	Peak Z	Cluster Size
-15,12,39-27,27,42-18,21,45	Anterior cingulate (dorsal middle)	L	4.18*3.98*3.78*	79
21,21,4236,24,3218,21,33	Middle frontal gyrus	R	3.833.313.24	63
-15,3,69-15,3,60-27,3,57	Middle frontal gyrus	L	3.472.972.63	52
-45,-78,-6-45,-78,3-42,-81,12	Occipital lobe	L	4.283.262.98	47
57,-39,3957,-51,36	Parietal lobe	R	3.252.96	46
12,15,-66,21,-12	Caudate/Putamen	R	3.53*2.96*	22
-36,-9,51-45,-6,54	Middle frontal gyrus	L	3.262.74	21
54,-45,651,-42,-354,-51,0	Middle temporal gyrus	R	3.31*2.91*2.65*	18
36,-63,2442,-66,30	Middle temporal gyrus	R	3.47*2.74*	16

* significant in our regions of interest at FWE p<0.05
Voxels outside of the ROI mask are reported for descriptive purposes only.
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